Triggerguard, sand cast brass.......................................#TG-MA-79-B
Sand cast brass, with a wide swell in the bow, this pistol triggerguard resembles our #TG-MA-121 flint fowler or longrifle triggerguard.
Use our 3/32” hardened steel dowel pin through the front lug, and a proper small steel wood screw at the rear, such as our #Screw-6-5/8.
#TG-MA-79-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or silver................. #TG-MA-19-B
Sand cast brass, this is a typical Kentucky Pistol triggerguard. Pistols from the American frontier rarely have a fancy finial. Very malleable, you can anneal and bend it to fit your stock.
Use our 3/32” hardened steel dowel pin, and a steel wood screw.
#TG-MA-19-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50

#PBC-MA-9-B
pistol buttcap, sand cast brass $9.99
nickel silver $17.99

Kentucky Pistol Brass Buttcap .........................#PBC-MA-9-B or S
Sand cast yellow brass or nickel silver, this buttcap is appropriate for American flint pistols of the 1780 - 1810 era. Retain it using our #Screw-10x1-1/2. Inletting is easy, after you file the inside edge square, and realize that only this edge contacts the wood.
#PBC-MA-9-B pistol buttcap, sand cast brass only $ 9.99
#PBC-MA-9-S pistol buttcap, sand cast nickel silver only $17.99

Hawken Pistol Buttcap..............................#PBC-HP-B or I
Wax cast in your choice of steel or brass, this buttcap is typically used on “bag butt” shaped halfstock flint or percussion pistols of the 1820-1850 era. Normally anchored in place by a cross pin through the center mounting lug, we recommend using our 3/32” pin, sold separately. Or, you may drill and countersink a center hole for our #Screw-10x1V unplated wood screw. Use a steel screw for mounting a brass or steel buttcap.
#PBC-HP-B pistol buttcap, wax cast brass only $15.99
#PBC-HP-I pistol buttcap, wax cast steel only $10.99

Pistol Buttcaps

#PBC-HP-B or I
Hawken pistol buttcap
brass $15.99
iron $10.99

#PBC-EA-B or I
pistol buttcap
brass $29.99
iron $15.99

Early American Pistol Buttcap .........................#PBC-EA-B or I
This buttcap is similar to the one above, except a little larger. It would be appropriate for flint pistols of the 1780 - 1810 era. The tang has been left square, but can be rounded or shorten depending on the style of pistol you are making. Use a #Screw-10x1 to retain the buttcap to the pistol. Wax cast brass or steel.
#PBC-EA-B pistol buttcap, wax cast brass only $29.99
#PBC-EA-I pistol buttcap, wax cast steel only $15.99